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Many public goods on the Internet today rely entirely on free user contributions. 
Popular examples include open source software development communities (e.g., 
Linux, Apache), open content production (e.g., Wikipedia, OpenCourseWare), and 
content sharing networks (e.g., Flickr, YouTube). Several studies have examined the 
incentives that motivate these free contributors (e.g., Josh Lerner and Jean Tirole 
2002; Karim R. Lakhani and Eric von Hippel 2003).

In this paper, we examine the causal relationship between group size and incen-
tives to contribute in the setting of Chinese Wikipedia, the Chinese language ver-
sion of an online encyclopedia that relies entirely on voluntary contributions. The 
group at Chinese Wikipedia is composed of Chinese-speaking people in mainland 
China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and other regions in the world, who are 
aware of Chinese Wikipedia and have access to it. Our identification hinges on the 
exogenous reduction in group size at Chinese Wikipedia as a result of the block of 
Chinese Wikipedia in mainland China in October 2005. During the block, mainland 
Chinese could not use or contribute to Chinese Wikipedia, although contributors 
outside mainland China could continue to do so. We find that contribution levels of 
these nonblocked contributors decrease by 42.8 percent on average as a result of the 
block. We attribute the cause to social effects: contributors receive social benefits 
from their contributions, and the shrinking group size reduces these social benefits. 
Consistent with our explanation, we find that the more contributors value social 
benefits, the greater the reduction in their contributions after the block.

The relationship between group size and incentives to contribute is a fundamen-
tal question in the literature on the private provision of public goods (e.g., John 
Chamberlin 1974; Theodore Bergstrom, Lawrence Blume, and Hal R. Varian 1986; 
James Andreoni 1988a). A major focus of the literature is the free-rider hypothesis: 
As group size grows, individual contribution levels decline (e.g., Mancur Olson 
1965). Theoretical models based on pure altruism generally support the hypothesis 
(Andreoni 1988a; Timothy L. Fries, Edward Golding, and Richard E. Romano 1991; 
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Thomas R. Palfrey and Howard Rosenthal 1984). In these models, a  contributor 
receives utility from the total provision of the public good and her private consump-
tion. As group size grows, the average contribution level falls to zero, and only those 
individuals with the lowest costs of contributing or the highest income will contrib-
ute (Andreoni 1988a; Christopher Bliss and Barry Nalebuff 1984; Marc Bilodeau 
and Al Slivinski 1996). As Andreoni (1988a) points out, these models fail to explain 
extensive giving in the charitable sector of the economy.

More recent studies propose models with impure altruism to address the inconsis-
tency between theory and empirical observations (Richard Cornes and Todd Sandler 
1984; Richard S. Steinberg 1987; Andreoni 1989, 1990). In these models, a con-
tributor receives not only utility from total provision of the public good, but also a 
rather selfish, private benefit or warm glow, such as moral satisfaction and joy of 
giving. The group-size effect depends on how warm glow is introduced into indi-
vidual contributors’ utility function. For example, Andreoni (2007) models a situ-
ation in which an individual’s utility of giving depends on the number of recipients 
and finds that the individual’s total giving has an ambiguous relationship with group 
size. More generally, when group size is sufficiently large, the relative importance 
of pure altruism, which gives rise to free-riding behavior, vanishes and private ben-
efit becomes the dominant motive for contributing (David C. Ribar and Mark O. 
Wilhelm 2002; Andreoni 2006, p. 1223). Therefore, when private benefit increases 
with group size, giving rise to “social effects,” individual contribution levels could 
increase with group size in a large group.

Many studies support the idea that contributors to public goods receive private 
benefits as a result of social effects. For example, scholars show that a contributor’s 
utility of giving may depend on the number of receipts (Andreoni 2007), the amount 
of giving by other contributors in the social reference group (Andreoni and John 
Karl Scholz 1998), reciprocity among peers (Andreoni 1988b), the impact of the 
gift on social welfare (Brian Duncan 2004), prestige (William T. Harbaugh 1998), 
and the social image they project (Andreoni and B. Douglas Bernheim 2009; Tore 
Ellingsen and Magnus Johannesson 2008; Adriaan R. Soetevant 2005; Mari Rege 
and Kjetil Telle 2004; Lakhani and von Hippel 2003; Yuqing Ren, Robert Kraut, and 
Sara Kiesler 2007). These studies in general find that social effects encourage con-
tribution. They (except Andreoni 2007), however, are conducted in environments 
with fixed group sizes and thus do not examine the group-size effect.

Empirical studies examining the effect of group size on individual-level con-
tributions are mostly based on experimental data. The group-size effect found in 
these experiments is ambiguous (John O. Ledyard 1995). John W. Sweeney (1973) 
and Chamberlin (1978) find increased free-riding behavior in larger groups, while 
Gerald Marwell and Ruth E. Ames (1979) find the group-size effect to be weak, 
and Jacob K. Goeree, Charles A. Holt, and Susan K. Laury (2002) find no clear 
effect. R. Mark Isaac and James M. Walker (1988) and Isaac, Walker, and Arlington 
W. Williams (1994) examine group sizes of 4, 10, 40, and 100, with varying mar-
ginal returns to giving. They find that contributions increase with group size in rela-
tively small groups (from 4 to 10) when the marginal per capita return is high, but 
the group-size effect vanishes in larger groups with 40 to 100 members. Andreoni 
(2007) finds that doubling the number of recipients increases but does not double 
the value of the gift to the giver. Laboratory studies on this topic are  necessarily at a 
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disadvantage, because compared with many groups in the real world, those used in 
the experiments are very small.

We contribute to the literature by examining the causal relationship between 
group size and individual-level contribution using field data. Our study provides 
empirical evidence that social effects indeed dominate free-riding incentives in a 
setting with a large group size, and thus highlights the importance of social effects 
in public good provisions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I provides a background 
of Wikipedia and its blocks and unblocks in mainland China. Section II presents 
the empirical results. Section III conducts various robustness checks. Section IV 
concludes.

I. Background

Wikipedia is a web-based free encyclopedia project launched in January 2001 
and operated by the Wikimedia Foundation, a nonprofit charitable organization.1 Its 
goal is to “give every single person in the world free access to the sum of all human 
knowledge.”2 Wikipedia articles are collectively written by volunteers and can be 
edited by anyone with access to the Internet. The online encyclopedia contains more 
than 10 million articles in 264 languages and is the fourth-most-visited website in 
the world.

Chinese Wikipedia, the Chinese-language edition of Wikipedia, started in October 
2002. As a result of its political concerns, the Chinese government implemented the 
Great Firewall System to censor Chinese mainlanders’ access to various informa-
tion sources, among which are all Wikipedia sites.3 Access to Chinese Wikipedia has 
been blocked and unblocked in mainland China five times.4 Figure 1 depicts the time 
line of the five blocks on Chinese Wikipedia.

The first block took place on June 2, 2004, when all Wikipedia sites were blocked 
in mainland China. Two administrators of Chinese Wikipedia, “Shizhao” and 
“Mountain,” contacted their respective Internet service providers (ISPs) and submit-
ted an appeal on June 15, 2004. All Wikipedia sites were unblocked within a week.

The second block, which took place between September 23 and September 27, 
2004, was not universal. Only a small number of users in mainland China had prob-
lems with accessing Wikipedia.

The third block started on October 19, 2005. “Shizhao” submitted an appeal to 
his ISP on October 21. Given the experience with the first two blocks, many people 
expected the block to be lifted soon. This time, the appeal received no response. On 
the morning of October 31, 2005, surprisingly, contributors from mainland China 
began to report that they could access Wikipedia. It turned out that this “ unblocking” 
was linked to a server upgrade in the Korean server cluster. A change of the Internet 

1 See Shane Greenstein and Michelle Devereux (2009) for a detailed description of Wikipedia.
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Jimbo_Wales (accessed May 2008).
3 Ronald J. Deibert (2002) and Jonathan Zittrain and Benjamin Edelman (2003) provide a detailed introduction 

to this issue. Hong Kong and Macau, following the “one country two systems’’ principle, are not affected by the 
blocks.

4 The latest information about the blocks can be found at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blocking_of_Wikipedia_
in_mainland_China, accessed January 2009.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blocking_of_Wikipedia_in_mainland_China
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Protocol (IP) address of the Wikipedia site for users in China circumvented the 
block. Within a few hours, Wikipedia was once again blocked. The prompt block on 
October 31 made it abundantly clear to the Chinese Wikipedia community that the 
block was going to be longer than expected. Since then, there have been no more 
efforts to appeal the blocks.

Nearly a year later, the block was partially lifted. Beginning on October 10, 2006, 
some parts of mainland China could access Wikipedia. On November 10, 2006, 
Chinese Wikipedia appeared to have been fully unblocked but was soon reblocked 
on November 17.

Access to Wikipedia sites was restored on June 15, 2007, with the exception of 
politically sensitive articles and Chinese Wikipedia. On July 25, 2007, Chinese 
Wikipedia was also unblocked. Within a few hours, however, all Wikipedia sites 
were blocked again.

On April 2, 2008, all Wikipedia sites except Chinese Wikipedia and some 
politically sensitive pages were unblocked. The move came two days after the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC) notified China that it wanted the Internet 
freely accessible during the Olympic Summer Games. Starting on July 3, 2008, 
China stopped restricting access to Chinese Wikipedia in some parts of the country. 
The unblock was extended to the entire country about one week before the opening 
of the Olympic Games.

Chinese Wikipedia offers an ideal empirical setting to study the relationship 
between group size and incentives to contribute. First, Wikipedia keeps the editing 
history of all articles, and each edit can be traced to an ID that uniquely identifies 
the contributor. As a result, we can accurately measure the contributions from each 
contributor over time.

Second, the blocks of Chinese Wikipedia present an easy way to establish a causal 
relationship. Changes in individual contributions might correlate with group size for 

Figure 1. Timeline of Chinese Wikipedia

Notes: The time periods during which Chinese Wikipedia is blocked are indicated in black.
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various reasons. For example, while the number of contributors at Wikipedia gen-
erally increases over time, individual contributors often contribute less over time. 
While this observation is consistent with the free-rider hypothesis, it might be a 
result of contributors having less to contribute over time, or perhaps it is simply a 
case of their slacking off after a “honeymoon” period.

The blocks of Chinese Wikipedia provide natural experiments to examine the impact 
of group size. The blocks are exogenous, as for each block there was neither a warning 
beforehand nor any explanation afterward. As contributors outside mainland China 
were not blocked, we can examine changes in their contribution levels and study how 
their incentives to contribute change as a result of the change in group size.

Our empirical analysis focuses on the third block, which took place in October 2005 
and lasted for nearly one year. We choose to focus on the third block because it is the 
longest of the five blocks. In the four other instances, blocking and unblocking either 
happened within several days or took place together with other confounding events 
(e.g., the Olympic Summer Games in 2008). As a result, the impact of other blocks 
on individual contributions is difficult to measure. In addition, after the third block, 
many people believed that the ban was going to be permanent and that the subsequent 
unblocks were caused by glitches in the Great Firewall System. Given these expecta-
tions, contributors may not have adjusted their contribution  levels accordingly.

The third block was also well publicized. The block was quickly reported in many 
major news agencies worldwide. In addition, in response to this block, on October 
20, 2005, the home page of Chinese Wikipedia displayed a link directing any user 
from mainland China to a status page. Nonblocked contributors could easily learn 
about the block. The great publicity the block received frees us from a concern in 
several previous studies that individuals may be unaware of the changes in the envi-
ronment and hence do not change their contribution levels. We subsequently use 
“before the block” and “after the block” to refer to the time periods before and after 
the beginning of the third block, respectively.

One potential concern is that as Wikipedia articles are durable, contributors may 
be unconcerned by blocks if they expect mainland Chinese to have the access again 
in the future. There are several reasons for even forward-looking contributors to 
believe that the group size of Chinese Wikipedia would be significantly reduced, 
particularly after the third block. The immediate reblocking during the third block 
and the failure to receive a response to the appeal suggested that the Chinese govern-
ment had determined that Wikipedia content is inappropriate for mainland Chinese 
and should be blocked. Historically, after becoming targets of the Great Firewall 
System, many sites, such as those of BBC News, have been blocked for years. Even 
if the block were to be permanently lifted in the future, with the great uncertainty 
in accessibility, the site would no longer have the same appeal to mainland users. In 
addition, the Chinese government is likely to support the development of competing 
products by domestic firms. Google, for example, has been blocked and unblocked 
several times in China since 2002. As a result, Google lost significant market share 
to Baidu, a domestic search engine in China that is known to have a good relation-
ship with the government.5 Chinese Wikipedia had a similar experience. In April 

5 http://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-losing-market-share-in-china/3816/ (accessed July 2009).
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2006, Baidu launched Baidu Baike, a wiki-based encyclopedia with the same func-
tionalities as Chinese Wikipedia but with censored content. The site has not been 
subject to blocking. Owing to the blocks of Chinese Wikipedia, by November 2007, 
Baidu Baike contained more articles than any other online encyclopedias except 
English Wikipedia, and thus essentially replaced the role of Chinese Wikipedia in 
mainland China.6 Therefore, even if contributors on Chinese Wikipedia are forward-
looking and take the future group size of Chinese Wikipedia into consideration, 
many of them would expect Chinese Wikipedia to reach a smaller audience than it 
could have without the block. It is still possible, however, that some contributors 
expect the block to have no effect on the diffusion of Chinese Wikipedia in mainland 
China. In this case, the effect on these contributors should be weaker and our results, 
hence, would be more pronounced had all contributors believed that the reduction in 
group size is permanent.

II. Empirical Analysis

A. data

We obtain our dataset from the Chinese Wikipedia website (http://zh.wikipedia.
org/). The dataset contains the full text of all the articles and their complete editing 
histories. There are 196,130 articles posted between October 2002 and February 
2007. To study the impact of the block, we focus on contributions of nonblocked 
contributors four weeks before October 19, 2005, and four weeks after October 31, 
2005. We choose this relatively short time window because the group size increases 
again after the block. Hence, results from a big time window may not accurately 
reflect the impact of a reduction in group size. During this eight-week period, 9,048 
new articles are initiated and 53,519 revisions are made. A total of 10,436,966 char-
acters are added and 4,321,112 characters are deleted from these articles.7

Contributors are identified by their IDs if they have registered. Otherwise, they are 
identified by their network IP addresses at the time of connection. As the same IP 
address can map to multiple contributors and a contributor may not always use the 
same IP address, we focus on registered contributors in our analysis. We also exclude 
administrators and robots from the analysis, because they may exhibit different edit-
ing patterns. Among the 21,496 registered contributors at Chinese Wikipedia, there 
are 22 robots and 87 administrators. For each article, we collect data on the date 
and time of each revision, contributor ID, and the number of characters added and 
deleted for each revision. We then use this information to generate the contribution 
history of each contributor in each week.

In addition to article pages on Wikipedia, each contributor can create her own user 
page and/or user-talk page to facilitate communication with others.8 Many contribu-
tors use their user pages to introduce themselves by adding such information as geo-
graphic location, contact information, photographs, and their areas of expertise and 

6 http://www.businessweek.com/globalbiz/content/nov2007/gb20071113_725400.htm (accessed July 2009).
7 In Chinese, characters form the basic unit of meaning. Most Chinese words are formed by two or three 

characters.
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_page (accessed July 2009).
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interest. Contributors can also use user-talk pages to leave comments for each other 
or to discuss issues related to Wikipedia articles. Generally these user pages and 
user-talk pages, like Wikipedia articles, can be modified by anyone. We also obtain 
the editing history of each contributor in user pages and user-talk pages.

B. Identifying Nonblocked Contributors

To assess the block’s impact on contributors outside mainland China, we first 
need to identify these nonblocked contributors. Wikipedia reveals neither individ-
ual contributors’ geographic information nor registered contributors’ network IP 
addresses. We rely on two information sources to identify nonblocked contributors.

First, we use each contributor’s contribution history to infer whether the block 
affected her. We consider a contributor as nonblocked if she joins Chinese Wikipedia 
before the beginning of the third block and contributes at least once during any of 
the blocked periods. Of the 6,062 contributors who joined Wikipedia before the 
block, 1,623 are classified as nonblocked contributors.

Second, we rely on the encoding of the characters entered by the contributors. 
Chinese characters are encoded according to two major standards to be correctly 
displayed. For historical reasons, contributors from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macau 
adopt traditional Chinese characters, while those from mainland China, Singapore, 
and Malaysia use simplified Chinese characters.9 Through analyzing the encoding, 
we can identify whether a contributor uses simplified or traditional Chinese. Those 
who use traditional Chinese to edit articles are typically outside mainland China. 
We analyze characters added by each contributor. Some contributors add characters 
in both encodings, most likely because they copy and paste content from other sites 
whose characters are encoded differently from the ones they are using. Hence, we 
consider a contributor as nonblocked if more than 50 percent of her additions are in 
traditional Chinese. Of the 1,207 contributors who are identified as users of tradi-
tional Chinese, 118 joined Chinese Wikipedia before the block. These numbers are 
smaller than the ones we obtain from the first approach, because many nonblocked 
contributors use simplified Chinese.10

We then combine the two lists of nonblocked contributors. Thirty-four contribu-
tors appear in both lists. Therefore, in total, we have 1,707 nonblocked contributors 
who joined Chinese Wikipedia before the block. It is possible that our classification 
scheme excludes those nonblocked contributors who use simplified Chinese and 
decided to make no contributions during the blocked periods. Our results would be 
strengthened had these contributors been included.

C. Summary Statistics

Table 1 reports summary statistics for contributions by each contributor. Individual 
contributions are measured by the number of characters added, the number of char-
acters deleted, and the total number of characters added and deleted. We consider 

9 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big5 and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GB2312 (accessed May 2008).
10 Indeed, Google reports that most searches for “Chinese Wikipedia” come from users in Singapore and 

Malaysia. http://www.google.com/trends?q=chinese+wikipedia (accessed November 2008).
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addition and deletion as different forms of editing because the amount of effort 
involved may be different. We compute each contributor’s contribution level. Panel 
A reports the mean and standard error of contributions from both blocked and non-
blocked contributors. Panel B reports results for nonblocked contributors only. We 
also conduct paired t-tests to compare contribution levels before and after the block. 
We find that the mean contribution level of nonblocked contributors in the pre-block 
period is much higher than the one for all contributors, suggesting that nonblocked 
contributors tend to contribute more than blocked contributors in general. We also 
find significant declines for all measures of individual contributions after the block.

D. Regression Analysis

We now examine the change in contributions of each individual contributor in a 
regression framework:

(1)  Contribution s it  =  β 0  +  β 1  AfterBloc k t  + ControlVar s it  +  ϵ it  ,

where i indexes the contributors and t indexes the weeks. The dependent vari-
able, Contribution s it   , is the weekly contributions of each nonblocked contributor 
to Wikipedia articles. We use the logarithms of the weekly total characters added, 
total characters deleted, and their sums as measures for individual contributions.11 
AfterBloc k t  is a dummy that equals one if the time period is after the block, and 
zero otherwise. We also include age, measured as the number of weeks since the 
contributor joined Wikipedia, as a control variable, and the square of age to control 
for possible nonlinear effects.

11 We add one to these measures before taking logarithms as some numbers can be zero.

Table 1—Summary Statistics for Contributions by Individual Contributors

Pre-block Post-block Paired t-test

Mean Standard error Mean Standard error t-stats

panel A. Contributions from all contributors
Addition 1,105.53 225.67  538.01 117.00   2.89***
Deletion 528.96 167.25  174.57 38.21   2.32** 
Total 1,634.49  389.77  712.58 153.13   2.69***

panel B. Contributions from nonblocked contributors
Addition 3,599.79 797.50  1,910.62  413.73   2.43**
Deletion 1,806.45 592.76  619.95  135.13   2.19**
Total 5,406.24 1,379.49  2,530.57 541.45   2.37**

Notes: We examine the contributions made by unique contributors before and after the block. Contributions are 
measured by the number of characters they added and deleted. We report the contributions made during the four 
weeks before October 19, 2005, in the Pre-Block column, and the contributions made during the four weeks after 
October 31, 2005, in the Post-Block column. In the last column, we report results from paired t-tests. 

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
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Table 2 reports our regression results. Model 1 uses the total number of characters 
added and deleted as the dependent variable. Models 2 and 3 use the number of 
 characters added and the number of characters deleted, respectively, as the depen-
dent variables. We then repeat the analysis, controlling for individual fixed effects, in 
Models 4, 5, and 6. All results show the same pattern: while the individual contribu-
tion level in general decreases at a decreasing rate with age, the block significantly 
reduces contribution level. In addition, the number of characters added drops more 
than the number of characters deleted. A back-of-the-envelope calculation based on 
coefficients in Model 4 suggests that individual contributions drop by 42.8 percent 
on average as a result of the block.12

We now examine the impact of social effects. If social benefits provide important 
motivations to contributors, we expect that contributors who derive more social ben-
efits from contributing are affected more after the block. We use several approaches 
to identify these nonblocked contributors who are likely to derive great social ben-
efits from contributing.

We first consider contributors’ participation in user pages and user-talk pages. As 
the purpose of these pages is primarily to facilitate communication, people who care 
to write on these pages are the ones more active in socializing with other contribu-
tors. We compute the number of characters added and deleted by each nonblocked 
contributor in her user page and user-talk page before the block. We extend our base-
line specification to consider the following difference-in-differences specification:

(2) Contribution s it  =  β 0  +  β 1  AfterBloc k t  +  β 2 Socialparticipatio n i  

 × AfterBloc k t  +  β 3 Socialparticipatio n i 

 + ControlVar s it  +  ϵ it   ,

12 Following Robert Halvorsen and Raymond Palmquist (1980) and Peter E. Kennedy (1981), the percentage is 
calculated as exp(   ̂  

 
 β  1  − 1/2   ̂  

 
 V (   ̂  
 

 β  1 )) − 1, where    ̂  
 

 β  1  is the estimate of  β 1  and   ̂  
 

 V (   ̂  
 

 β  1 ) is the estimate of the variance of    ̂  
 

 β  1 .

Table 2—Detecting the Change in Individual Contribution Levels after the Block

Dependent variable Total Addition Delection Total Addition Deletion
Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AfterBlock −0.463*** −0.430*** −0.293*** −0.555*** −0.498*** −0.403***
[0.044] [0.042] [0.032] [0.082] [0.079] [0.060]

Age −0.025*** −0.024*** −0.013*** −0.062*** −0.063*** −0.026**
[0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.016] [0.015]  [0.011] 

Age2 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001***
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]  [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Observations 13,376 13,376 13,376 13,376 13,376 13,376

R2 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.03

Specification OLS OLS OLS FE FE FE

Notes: Addition(Deletion) refers to the logarithm of the number of characters added to (deleted from) the articles. 
Total is the logarithm of the sum of Addition and Deletion. Age is the number of weeks since the contributor joins 
Wikipedia. AfterBlock is a dummy variable that takes the value one if the time period is after the block and zero oth-
erwise. Heteroskedasticity-adjusted standard errors in brackets.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
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where Socialparticipatio n i  is the logarithm of the weekly average of total addition 
and total deletion in user pages or user-talk pages by contributor i before the block. 
Socialparticipatio n i  thus captures how socially active a contributor is.

Table 3 shows the results. The significant positive coefficients of 
Socialparticipatio n i  indicate that contributors contributing more to user pages and 
user-talk pages also contribute more to Wikipedia articles. The negative coefficients 
of the interaction variable suggest that socially active contributors are affected sig-
nificantly more by the block.

The measure Socialparticipatio n i  could also capture contributors’ heterogeneity 
in their opportunity costs of time or their tastes for contributing. As a contributor’s 
opportunity cost of time and taste for contributing are not likely to vary significantly 
during the eight-week window before and after the block, we conduct fixed-effect 
regressions. The fixed-effect regressions enable us to focus on the change in each 
individual’s contribution level before and after the block, rather than the absolute 
level. The results are qualitatively unchanged.

Our results show that these contributors who are likely to derive a high level of 
social utility from contributing to Wikipedia are affected more by the block and 
thus suggest that social effects (e.g., social interactions) could provide an important 
motivation for contributing.

One disadvantage of the Socialparticipatio n i  measure is that about 46 percent 
of contributors do not have user pages or user-talk pages. To better capture the 
heterogeneity of all contributors, we construct an alternative measure. The block 
may exert different impacts on contributors’ collaboration networks. If social ben-
efits dominate free-riding incentives, we expect contributors with a larger percent-
age of blocked collaborators to decrease their contribution levels more than those 

Table 3—Difference-in-Differences Estimations of the Impact of the Block on Contributors with 
Different Levels of Social Participation

Dependent variable Total Addition Deletion Total Addition Deletion
Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AfterBlock −0.105** −0.091** −0.013 −0.212** −0.170** −0.131**
[0.041] [0.039] [0.028] [0.086] [0.082] [0.062]

Socialparticipation × −0.195*** −0.186*** −0.153*** −0.190*** −0.182*** −0.150***
 AfterBlock [0.024] [0.023]  [0.019]  [0.024]  [0.023] [0.020] 
Socialparticipation 0.539*** 0.510***  0.372***

[0.018]  [0.018]  [0.015] 
Age −0.023*** −0.022*** −0.012*** −0.062***  −0.062*** −0.026**

[0.002]  [0.002] [0.002] [0.015] [0.015]  [0.011]
Age2  0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001***

 [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]  [0.000] [0.000]  [0.000]
Observations 13,376 13,376 13,376 13,376 13,376 13,376

R2 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.06 0.05 0.05

Specification OLS OLS OLS FE FE FE

Notes: Socialparticipation is the logarithm of the weekly average of total addition and total deletion in user pages 
or user-talk pages by each contributor before the block. The variable Socialparticipation drops in the fixed-effect 
specifications as its value is fixed for each contributor. Heteroskedasticity-adjusted standard errors in brackets.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
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whose  collaboration networks are affected less. We construct a new measure, 
percentageBlocke d i , which measures the percentage of collaborators blocked after 
the block for contributor i.

We consider the following specification:

(3) Contribution s it  =  β 0  +  β 1  AfterBloc k t  +  β 2 percentageBlocke d i  

 × AfterBloc k t  +   β 3 percentageBlocke d i 

 + ControlVar s it  +  ϵ it .

Table 4 reports the results. As predicted, contributors with larger percentages 
of blocked collaborators decrease their contribution levels more. We also conduct 
fixed-effect regressions and obtain similar results.

Overall, our regression results provide support that, in the case of Chinese 
Wikipedia, social effects dominate free-riding incentives and play a significant role 
in motivating contributors.

III. Robustness Checks

A natural concern is whether the results above are a consequence of seasonal 
effects. It could be that contributors contribute less in November than in September 
and early October in any year. We examine contributions of nonblocked  contributors 

Table 4—Difference-in-Differences Estimations of the Impact of the Block on Contributors with 
Different Percentages of Collaborators Blocked

Dependent variable Total Addition Deletion Total Addition Deletion
Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AfterBlock −0.131* −0.125* −0.011 −0.163 −0.134 −0.076
[0.068] [0.064] [0.048] [0.100] [0.096] [0.074]

percentageBlocked × −1.717*** −1.568*** −1.524*** −2.506*** −2.327*** −2.090***
 AfterBlock  [0.448] [0.425] [0.336]  [0.398]  [0.386]  [0.335]
percentageBlocked 7.552*** 7.058*** 5.253***

[0.359]  [0.341]  [0.281]
Age −0.034*** −0.032*** −0.019*** −0.079*** −0.078*** −0.040***

[0.002] [0.002]  [0.002]  [0.016]  [0.015]  [0.012]
Age2 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.001*** 0.001***  0.001***

[0.000]  [0.000]  [0.000]  [0.000]  [0.000]  [0.000]
Observations 13,376 13,376 13,376 13,376 13,376 13,376

R2 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.04

Specification OLS OLS OLS FE FE FE

Notes: percentageBlocked is the percentage of collaborators blocked after the third block for each contributor. 
The variable percentageBlocked drops in the fixed-effect specifications as its value is fixed for each contributor. 
Heteroskedasticity-adjusted standard errors in brackets.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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during the same eight-week period in 2003 and 2004 and find no decline in their 
contributions.13

We are also concerned that the decrease in contributions could result from less 
disagreement in editing after the block. Contributors in mainland China may hold 
different political views from those in other regions, such as Taiwan.14 After the 
block, we would expect to see less disagreement about Wikipedia articles and hence 
less editing. We conduct two tests. First, we focus our analysis on the creation of 
new articles. If the decrease is caused entirely by less disagreement rather than social 
factors, we would expect no decline in the level of effort in creating new articles.15 

We repeat the regression analysis, this time using the logarithm of each contributor’s 
weekly contribution of new articles as the dependent variable. We find that after the 
block, contributors spend less effort creating new articles, and the decrease is mostly 
associated with contributors who care more about social benefits.

In the second test, we examine category information for each article. When edit-
ing, a contributor can map articles to a list of categories in the database. New catego-
ries also can be easily created. For example, an article about “auction theory” could 
be mapped to such categories as “applied mathematics,” “economics and finance,” 
and “game theory.” We compile a list of 31,871 categories from all articles, and 
manually go through it.16 In the end, we identify 2,500 categories as potentially con-
tentious categories. We then exclude contributions to articles in these categories and 
repeat the analysis. We obtain similar results.

In addition, we are concerned that some users contribute because they want to 
influence other users by promoting the public image of a firm or a product, or advo-
cating their own views about certain Wikipedia entries. Our test exploits Wikipedia’s 
policy that disallows self-serving edits. A contributor can be banned temporarily or 
permanently if he or she contributes content or makes edits in a way that violates 
Wikipedia policy.17 We repeat the analysis after excluding contributors who have 
been banned once or more by the administrators. We obtain similar results. Thirty-
nine contributors among the 1,707 nonblocked contributors have been banned.

Our fourth concern is that there might be less need for revision after the block. 
After the block, fewer new articles are created because there are fewer contributors. 
As a result, nonblocked contributors may have fewer entries to improve. We conduct 
our robustness check by recomputing individual contributions, this time including 
only contributions to articles created before the block. We obtain similar results.

Finally, technically adept contributors in mainland China might use proxy serv-
ers to circumvent the block. As proxy servers are slow, they might contribute less 
than before. As our classification scheme would classify them as nonblocked con-
tributors, we may observe a decrease in their contribution levels. This concern is 

13 We report all results for robustness checks in an online Appendix.
14 Politically sensitive articles are often edited more frequently. For example, the six most edited articles as 

reported by Wikipedia are Republic of China, China, People’s Republic of China, Mao Zedong, Chiang Kai-shek, 
and Hong Kong.

15 In fact, the level of effort could increase since contributors could have more time creating new articles after 
the block.

16 The complete list of categories can be found at http://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/CategoryOverview_ZH_
Complete.htm (accessed May 2008).

17 Some major reasons to get banned are: posting advertisements and propaganda, vandalism, disruptive editing, 
and personal attacks or harassment.

http://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/CategoryOverview_ZH_Complete.htm
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alleviated by a Wikipedia policy that prevents contributors from editing using open 
and anonymous proxies.18 In addition, Wikipedia administrators forbid open prox-
ies in such a way that even registered contributors cannot use open proxies to edit 
articles. It is still possible, however, that some contributors use closed proxy servers 
to access Wikipedia.

Contributors who use closed proxy servers must channel their traffic through 
their friends’ computers outside mainland China in order to edit articles at Chinese 
Wikipedia. Given the complexity involved in setting up and getting access to closed 
proxy servers, we expect those who use closed proxy servers to be dedicated and 
technically adept Wikipedia contributors. Hence, these contributors are likely to 
have contributed significantly more than other contributors before the block or are 
likely to contribute to articles related to information technology. We conduct our 
robustness check by removing contributors whose average weekly contributions are 
more than four standard deviations above the mean before the block, and contribu-
tors who have contributed to categories related to information technology. We obtain 
similar results.

IV. Concluding Remarks

Private provision of public goods is greatly valued by society. In 2007, 60.8 mil-
lion volunteers, or about 26 percent of Americans age 16 or older, performed 8.1 
billion hours of unpaid service to community organizations.19 Economic theories 
suggest that free-riding is a concern in these contexts. In this paper, we utilize an 
exogenous shock on the group size of Wikipedia contributors to study how incen-
tives to contribute change with group size at the individual level. We find a positive 
relationship between group size and contributors’ contribution levels. In addition, 
we find that contributors who are likely to care more about social benefits react 
to the change more strongly than those who value them less. Recognition of such 
social effects helps explain the existence of many public goods with a large number 
of contributors and the empirical observation that many contributors prefer to con-
tribute to large online communities.

Two limitations of this study are important to emphasize. Our study examines 
only a particular kind of public goods. On Wikipedia, contributors are at the same 
time users of Wikipedia, and the more contributors, the greater the quality of the 
good and thus the greater the number of users and contributors. While many public 
goods today (e.g., public radio stations, open source software, and YouTube) share 
similar features, there are many other types of public goods. For example, contribu-
tors to disaster relief funds are often not at the same time beneficiaries of the funds. 
In addition, Wikipedia is an online public good. Whether we can generalize these 
results to different types of public goods provision is an interesting question for 
future research.

18 See the Wikipedia article on its policy on open proxies at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:No_open_
proxies (accessed May 2008) for details.

19 The Volunteering in America Report, released on July 28, 2008 by the Corporation for National and Community 
Service, available at http://www.volunteeringinamerica.gov/ (accessed November 2008).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:No_open_proxies
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The second limitation is related to the broad definition of “social effects.” Similar 
to many prior studies on social effects (e.g., Charles F. Manski 1993; Andreoni 
and Ragan Petrie 2004), we do not distinguish different motivations that give rise 
to social effects. This limitation largely results from the fact that different social 
motivations could lead to similar behavioral patterns. Future studies could seek to 
understand the relative importance of different motivations.
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